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Civic Capacity

McAdams, D. R. (2006). What School Boards Can Do: Reform Governance for Urban Schools. New York: Columbia University.

Civic capacity is defined as the ability of a community to support the fundamental and enduring 

redesign of its school district for the purpose of eliminating the achievement gap. Every 

center of influence and every voter counts, but in most cities there are seven overlapping 

centers of influence that are critical:

● business leaders

● elected officials ( especially the mayor)

● parent activists

● the media

● religious leaders

● foundation leaders

● the local education fund

Most of these centers of influence have a major stake in the success of the school district, but  

without the leadership of the board of education, it is almost impossible for them to work in 

concert and sustain a commitment to action over long periods.



The Current Moment in Detroit Schools

Detroit finds itself at a critical juncture

● IN THE CHARTER SECTOR: The public has become increasingly 

disenchanted by a series of public scandals and lackluster results.
(Detroit Free Press, State of Detroit Charter Schools)

● IN DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Even though academics and finances 

have worsened after six years of emergency management, Governor 

Snyder has appointed a fourth Emergency Manager.
(Detroit Metro Times, DPS EM Shifts Funds)

● IN THE EDUCATION ACHIEVEMENT AUTHORITY: Rather than lift 

“poorly performing” public schools, the EAA has used kids to develop and 

promote for-profit software for a private vendor.
(Detroit Metro Times, The EAA Exposed)

http://www.freep.com/article/20140622/NEWS06/140507009/State-of-charter-schools-How-Michigan-spends-1-billion-but-fails-to-hold-schools-accountable
http://www.metrotimes.com/detroit/detroit-public-schools-em-shifts-funds/Content?oid=2202829
http://www.metrotimes.com/detroit/the-eaa-exposed-an-investigative-report/Content?oid=2249513


Different definitions of Detroit’s school 

problem

As the term of DPS Emergency Manager Jack Martin drew to a close in mid 

January, deliberations among various groups of stakeholders began to focus 

on what should be next for Detroit schools.

One of the groups that has most successfully leveraged media attention and its 

political relationships across the state has been the new Coalition for the Future 

of Detroit Schoolchildren:

● developed by the Skillman Foundation and Excellent Schools Detroit

● strong relationship to both Governor Snyder and Mayor Duggan

Although the leadership of this Coalition is in the process of engaging various 

stakeholders, it has long promoted the idea of a Portfolio Management Model 

to govern certain administrative functions across all three Detroit public 

education sectors-- charters, DPS, and the EAA. 
(Detroit Free Press, Detroit schools coalition will hit books in a hurry)

http://www.skillman.org/Knowledge-Center/News/Coalition-Future-Detroit-Schoolchildren-forms
http://www.crainsdetroit.com/article/20141214/NEWS/312149971/detroit-schools-coalition-will-hit-books-in-a-hurry


The Coalition has highlighted the effects 

of extensive fragmentation



The solution to fragmentation

It would be difficult to deny the existence of fragmentation across the public 

education sector in Detroit.

But if one defines fragmentation as the root of the problem, the solutions 

appear sensible, but somewhat limited:

The solution to fragmentation is recentralization of various functions formerly 

centralized within the administration of DPS:

● Single enrollment system

● Coordinated transportation system

● Unitary system of evaluation

● Centralized decisions about school openings and closings

(Detroit Free Press, Group pushes for new Detroit schools commission)

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/detroit/2015/01/28/group-calls-new-detroit-education-commission/22477447/


But is fragmentation the root of the 

problem?

And will eliminating or diminishing the effects of fragmentation lead to a 

reversal of the deteriorating fortunes of public schools in Detroit?

Is the better logistical coordination of the three sectors all that is missing from 

the ability of public schools in Detroit to finally reach their full potential?

Or are their other significant roots of Detroit’s legacy of school decline?

● What has been the impact of poverty on the fortunes of our public schools, 

and how could its effects be mitigated?

● How have improper diagnoses of Detroit’s educational woes contributed to 

further decline?

● How have improper diagnoses harmed the very institutional capabilities 

that are needed to right the ship?



(Broader, Bolder Approach to Education)

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2015/02/07/charter-schools-steven-ingersoll-grand-traverse-academy/23054725/


Two narratives for the decline and 

fragmentation of Detroit Public Schools

We have promoted the decline and fragmentation of Detroit Public Schools for 

more than 15 years by misunderstanding what was constraining the possibility 

of better performance by DPS.

We have accepted one narrative as a valid explanation, while ignoring 

evidence that pointed, convincingly, to a second narrative to better understand 

the struggles of Detroit Public Schools. 

The dominant model, which is at the center of the current reforms being 

developed by the Coalition, as well as previous reforms proposed by the same 

group of reformers, understands fragmentation to be the result of an 

unregulated market response to public sector failure.

(Detroit Free Press, Group pushes for new Detroit schools commission)

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/detroit/2015/01/28/group-calls-new-detroit-education-commission/22477447/


Narrative 1: The problem today is the result of an 

unregulated market response to public sector failure

● According to this narrative, DPS was failing due to inefficiencies built into 

the public sector-- students were beholden to their neighborhood schools; 

teachers and admins were guaranteed customers despite performance.

● The arrival of charter schools in Detroit gave parents an exit strategy; 

parents could choose schools that performed well, and punish those that 

performed poorly through their departure.

● The massive departure of parents to charter schools produced 

fragmentation of the district; the proliferation of choice helped shake up a 

monopolistic and stagnant public sector, but it also presents new 

challenges, overwhelming public school customers.

● A portfolio management model, according to advocates, recentralizes, 

coordinates, and regulates the Detroit education marketplace for the 

benefit of overwhelmed educational “customers.”



Narrative 2: The problem today results from treating 

the public sector as the source of the problem 

However, there is another way of explaining or understanding what has 

happened educationally, in relation to public schooling, in Detroit over the past 

15 to 20 years.  Not only does this alternative view better explain all the 

evidence surrounding educational performance and school decline over the 

past few decades in Detroit, it also suggests the need for different kinds of 

solutions.

● It rejects the notion that poor school performance in DPS, and in other U.S. 

cities, is largely due to the inefficiency of the public sector or the historical 

unwillingness of teachers and administrators to compete for customers, to 

stop taking their customers for granted.

● In this narrative, the original crisis in the public educational sector is real, 

but largely a product of socio-economic crisis emanating from outside the 

educational sector.



Narrative 2: The problem today results from treating 

the public sector as the source of the problem

● The public education sector fails not because of its own inefficiencies or 

monopolistic tendencies, but rather because it is not insulated from the 

larger socioeconomic crisis of the city. (see Rury and Saatcioglu, 2015)

● Historically poor educational outcomes in urban public schools are mostly 

attributable to the disruption caused by the decline of our cities over the 

past several decades.

● This narrative holds that although academic performance was not great in 

the 90s, we really shouldn’t have been surprised, given the structural 

decline of Detroit’s economy along with its fiscal isolation from the 

wealthier surrounding counties.  

http://www.tcrecord.org/Content.asp?ContentID=17828


DPS in the 1990s: 

Struggling but not defeated

● Although academic performance remained poor in comparison to wealthier 

districts, scores were gradually improving relative to the rest of the state.

● Through the mid to late 1990s, enrollment was experiencing stable growth. 

● During the same period, the district had a positive legacy general fund 

balance.

● After the first state takeover of DPS in 1999, charters and suburban 

districts became more appealing to many DPS parents, largely because 

state mismanagement threw the District into chaos.

● Put in place under the administration of pro-charter Governor Engler, the 

district quickly reversed course from the steady progress it had been 

making despite economic decline through the late 1990s.

● Government helped create an unlevel playing field, artificially boosting the 

appeal of charters and other options through DPS mismanagement.



DPS decline under state takeover

Within a few years, by 2002, the district was well into a cycle of decline from 

which it has not recovered:

● A positive general fund balance turned negative, inducing austerity 

measures that impacted programming.

● Cuts interrupted the academic progress the district had been making 

relative to the rest of the state.

● With worsening academics, parents began to leave the district for charters 

and suburban schools.

● The resulting enrollment decline led to a worsening financial position for 

the district, prompting further cuts.

● Further cuts produced a further decline in academics, which led to more 

enrollment loss.



How have solutions, based in a misreading of the 

Detroit reality, actually worsened things?

Excellent Schools Detroit’s endorsement since its inception in 2010 of a single 

point of accountability, the vanquishing of the elected board’s power, and the 

creation of a Detroit-only recovery district have only further propelled 

fragmentation of the district and, as a result, the district’s further decline, both 

academically and financially.  

What has been the impact of developing policy based on a misreading of the 

causes of Detroit’s public educational woes?



(Broader, Bolder Approach to Education)

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2015/02/07/charter-schools-steven-ingersoll-grand-traverse-academy/23054725/


Corporate versus democratic governance, 

across Michigan and in Detroit

What has been the record of more corporate and more democratic forms of 

school governance nationally, and in Detroit?

● Across Michigan, David Arsen has looked at internal spending allocations 

within charter schools, which have boards that are highly susceptible to 

pressure by both their authorizing entity and their private sector partners.

● He found that, fairly consistently, charter entities tended to allocate a 

greater proportion of resources to administrative functions, and a lesser 

proportion to functions directly related to classroom instruction.



Spending allocation within different types 

of schools (Arsen)



DPS has recently matched the pattern of 

charter spending that Arsen documented



The implementation of reforms based on a 

misreading of DPS has brought further decline
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The implementation of reforms based on a 

misreading of DPS has brought further decline



(Broader, Bolder Approach to Education)

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2015/02/07/charter-schools-steven-ingersoll-grand-traverse-academy/23054725/


Thomas’s shit

“No conclusive evidence that governance 

changes increase achievement. Student 

achievement has been the toughest nut to crack. While 

school leaders tout many improvements in test scores, 

attendance and graduation rates, in fact, we were unable to 

establish conclusively that the change in governance had 

any causal relationship to improved performance, or that, 

using nationally-normed test data, our cities had greater 

improvements than anywhere else.”

Governance and Achievement

THE INSTITUTE ON EDUCATION LAW AND POLICY

RUTGERS - NEWARK 



The key reform factor: Academic Focus

“Boards composed of more members holding an academic focus, are 

much more likely to govern districts where students beat the odds—

that is, these districts showed better academic achievement per dollar 

than similar districts...The boost associated with academic focus is the 

highest of any school board

characteristic that we tested.”

Hartney, A. F. (2014). Does School Board Leadership Matter?

Thomas B Fordham Foundation. Washington D.C: Fordham Institute.

Recent reform models in Detroit

have had little focus on academics.

http://edexcellence.net/publications/does-school-board-leadership-matter


Roles of a School Board

● :Set the vision and goals for the district

● Adopt policies that give the district direction to set priorities and 

achieve its goals

● Hire and evaluate the superintendent

● Adopt and oversee the annual budget

● Manage the collective bargaining process for employees of the 

district

Great Schools



Efficacy of BOEs on Achievement

● Elected boards have been found to be highly effective at setting visions and 

aligning education organizations to be accountable to a strategic plan.

● Elected boards have unique ability to restore civic capacity and build social 

capital, revitalize community and neighborhoods for more attractive Detroit.

● Countless examples of high achieving districts nationally are the result of a 

strong Superintendent & Elected School Board Team.
● Long Beach Unified School District, 2006 Broad Prize Winners

“Research shows that effective teaching is the primary factor contributing to 

high levels of student achievement. In LBUSD, strong teaching and learning 

is promoted by a comprehensive curriculum, supplemented by additional 

programs, district-mandated instructional approaches, pedagogy, a range of 

assessment information and a ‘top down, bottom up’ model of instructional 

leadership.”



Revitalize attractive community and neighborhoods:

Restore civic capacity and build social capital

“Restoring Civic Capacity and Building Social Capital,” from Leading for Learning: How to Transform 

Schools into Learning Organizations, by Phillip C. Schlechty, 2009



8 Characteristics Effective Board

1. Commit to a vision of high 

expectations for student 

achievement and

quality instruction and define clear 

goals toward that vision.

2. Strong shared beliefs and 

values about what is possible for

students and their ability to learn, 

and of the system and its ability to 

teach all children at high levels.

Vision



8 Characteristics Effective Board

3. Accountability driven, spending 

less time on operational issues and 

more time focused on policies to 

improve student achievement.

4. Have a collaborative relationship 

with staff and the community and 

establish a strong communications 

structure to inform and engage both 

internal and external stakeholders 

in setting and achieving district goals.

Superintendent



8 Characteristics Effective Board

5. Embrace and monitor data, even when the information is negative, and use 

it to drive continuous improvement.

6. Align and sustain resources, such as professional development, to meet 

district goals.

Loan 

repayment

Thomas C. Pedroni Budget



8 Characteristics Effective Board

7. Lead as a united team with the superintendent, each 

from their respective roles, with strong collaboration and 

mutual trust.

8. Take part in team development and training, 

sometimes with their superintendents, to build shared 

knowledge, values and commitments for their improvement 

efforts.

Human Capital



Summary of advantages of an elected 

BOE

An elected Board of Education has a unique ability to build political 

and social capital. Boards for this reason can be valuable resources 

in going beyond the classroom walls to rebuild healthy and attractive 

communities and neighborhoods. Elected boards excel in their 

function of leading democratically robust strategic planning 

processes which when focused on high academic goals have been 

proven highly effective. School boards have the capacity to provide 

alignment of the policies and budget to the strategic plan and district 

values, and then hold the superintendent accountable to those goals. 

Finally,as elected officials Boards are beholden to the Open 

Meetings Act which guarantees transparency above any other 

model.



Needs/Recommendations
● Focus on Academics: Research based academic plans that go beyond measuring and into treatment; we 

need good quality instructional delivery. 

● Evidence Based: Recommendations be vetted by the best experts in an environment of public 

transparency.

● Restoration of local citizen control: Consider the strengths of locally elected school boards in aligning 

the educational organization to the vision and increasing transparency, accountability, political capacity, 

and social capital. 

o Create policies that hold the member accountable, not the voter.

 Open Meetings Act

 Conflict of Interest Policies

o Create systems of support for the development of local boards.

 Development of the leadership team (Superintendent & Board) as a process, not an event

 Development of policies, processes and internal accountability controls



Questions


